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Abstract
Recent technological advances have increased the prevalence of wireless networks in our
society. Users can easily access the Internet at home, work, school or even while travelling.
The ease of accessibility and mobility makes wireless networks a viable target for attackers.
Compromised wireless networks allow attackers to eavesdrop on sensitive data such as
passwords and credit card information. Attack detection schemes must identify when an
attack is taking place, then mitigate this threat. Good detection solutions must have a
high detection rate and low false positives.
In our work, we consider a general form of the evil twin attack, called the evil twin
transmitter attack. In the evil twin transmitter attack, a malicious wireless node gains
access to the network and uses the same identity as a legitimate wireless node. We aim
to minimize this threat and localize the wireless nodes involved. Our contributions to this
work are:
1. We describe two algorithms using four-square antennas at the receivers, which can
be implemented in the most common deployment scenarios, such as a random or a
regular grid networking environment, to detect an evil twin attack.
2. We propose two location estimation schemes that use the phase differences of the
signal received at the four-square antenna, to determine the position of the wireless node. The accuracy of the phase comparison technique is dependent on the
environmental noise.
3. Our simulation results demonstrate that our algorithms achieve a high rate of detection while maintaining low false positives and negatives.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Security is an important issue in wireless networks, however it is difficult to implement
because anyone within range of the transmitter can connect to the network. In recent years,
many schemes have been proposed to prevent network and service disruption [1, 2, 3]. To
ensure security in a wireless network, some general features are desired:
• Confidentiality: Communication must be secured so that data is only visible to
the communicating parties.
• Integrity: The message must not be changed during transmission.
• Authentication: Messages are sent by the verified sender rather than a malicious
insider.
• Non-repudiation: The sender cannot deny having sent the message.
• Access Control: Only the intended recipient can view the message.
In a 2006 study conducted by Nicholson et al. in Chicago, it was found that 42%
of 802.11 wireless networks had no security mechanisms [4]. In 2008, studies conducted
in major cities showed that between 3% and 14% of 802.11 wireless networks were not
1
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secure [5]. Even with security measures emplaced such as data encryption, attacks are
still highly likely and there is a high risk of traffic being intercepted [6]. An attacker may
disrupt a secure connection by launching a denial of service (DoS) or man-in-the-middle
attack and manipulate the user into connecting to it [6, 7].
In public networks, hotspot providers delegate the responsibility of protecting the user's
data on the transmission medium to the user. An attacker can easily gain access to the
network, eavesdrop on traffic and read the user's confidential information [8]. One solution
is that users may use a Virtual Private Network (VPN). However, it is still possible to
gain information before a VPN connection is established [9].
The evil twin attack has been identified as an emerging threat in the security of wireless
networks [7]. The malicious wireless node or evil twin gains access to the network and
violates the security principles by eavesdropping on traffic. An evil twin attack can be
easily deployed with few technical skills. A hacker simply needs a Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) connection and a wireless card that acts as an Access Point (AP). The attacker then
sets their own wireless network with the same name as the legitimate network. Several
software applications are readily available to monitor and intercept traffic such as Kismet
and Wireshark [10, 3]. In our work, we propose two evil twin detection schemes for a regular grid and a randomly distributed networking environment. Once an attack has been
detected, the wireless nodes are localized.

1.1

Motivation and Problem Statement

The evil twin AP attack occurs when a client unknowingly connects to a rogue AP that
has the same Service Set Identifier (SSID) as a legitimate AP. The malicious AP exploits
the network by intercepting traffic. Typically, evil twin attacks are deployed near wireless
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hot spots such as cafes, libraries and airports, where there is no need to authenticate users
[7]. The evil twin may have a stronger signal or be in an area where the original network
is inaccessible. Users are tricked into connecting to the rogue AP and give away their
sensitive information. Often, users are still unaware of the attack after it has occurred.
This attack is easy to launch but difficult to ascertain since it may be shut off at any time.
In our work, we consider a general form of the evil twin attack, called the evil twin
transmitter attack. In the evil twin transmitter attack, a malicious wireless node gains
access to the network and uses the same identity as a legitimate wireless node. Some
examples of wireless nodes are wireless workstations and transmitters. Evil twins are a
serious threat to wireless security [7], be it an AP or a wireless node. In a search and rescue
situation, an evil twin can increase the difficulty of finding a person in a snowstorm. In a
vehicular network, evil twins can broadcast incorrect traffic updates to the On-Board Units
(OBU), resulting in accidents. Section 1.2 details the assumptions made in our model to
detect and reduce the impact of the evil twin transmitter attack.

1.2

Assumptions

The attack model assumes a wireless network with several receivers and a truth-teller transmitter. The truth-teller transmitter is only honest in terms of it does not lie about its
identity, which is handled by the error detection code. A malicious transmitter gains access
to the network by impersonating and cloning the identity of the truth-teller transmitter.
The malicious transmitter is the evil twin of the legitimate transmitter. No assumptions
are made about the nature of the transmitters in the network, since it is possible that they
are colluding to launch attacks. We assume that all transmitters have omni-directional
antennas and are only able to send messages to the receivers that are one hop away. The
receivers communicate securely with each other and will be confused by the presence of
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the evil twin in the network. Depending on the signal strength of the transmitters at the
receivers, they may be connected to the truth-teller transmitter, the evil twin or neither
due to interference. Our mitigation approach to reduce the impact of an evil twin transmitter attack is described in Section 1.3.

1.3

Summary of Contributions

In our work, we focus on a problem pertaining to wireless network security: the identification of the evil twin transmitter attack and reducing the severity of the attack by
localizing the transmitters involved. A secure wireless network must have a strong security
monitoring system to prevent unauthorized access from malicious attacks and provide user
security. Our mitigation approach for the evil twin transmitter attack encompasses these
fundamental features of network security.
1. We described two detection algorithms that can be used in different network setups
such as a randomly distributed and a regular grid network. The environment is divided into n zones where n receivers may be placed. In the regular grid environment,
the receivers are perfectly aligned in a rigid setting which is disadvantageous in some
cases. In the randomly distributed environment, the receivers are randomly placed
within the zones. Once an attack is detected, we localize the malicious nodes.
2. We developed effective methods to pool the signals at each receiver to determine the
corresponding transmitter. We proposed two location estimation schemes using the
phase differences of the signal received, to pinpoint the position of the transmitter.
These methods address localization using only one and multiple receivers.
3. The detection and localization schemes can be used independently of each other.
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The performance of our algorithms is evaluated and the results demonstrate that our
algorithms achieve a high detection rate while maintaining low false positives and negatives.

1.4

Organization of Thesis

Chapter 2 describes different approaches for location estimation and introduces different
radio propagation models. Chapter 3 outlines the operation of the four-square antenna.
Chapter 4 reviews existing work in the security of wireless networks and the localization
of multiple uncooperative transmitters. Chapter 5 details the localization schemes using
phase differences to determine the position of a transmitter. We also determine the location
error of these techniques. Chapter 6 describes the countermeasures proposed for an attack
in a random and regular grid environment. Chapter 7 describes the performance metrics
and simulation setup of the network. We evaluate the performance of our algorithms and
present the results. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and describes possible directions for
future work.

Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we discuss several principle location determination techniques that can
detect the relative position of a target or a malicious node.

2.1

Location Determination Techniques

Wireless networks are frequently plagued with attacks, especially by rogue insiders [7]. The
first step in reducing the impact of an attack is to find the location of the attacker and alert
its neighbour nodes. An attacker may have multiple identities; however, its geographic
position is unique. Locating its position may prevent subsequent attacks. The location
of nodes in a wireless network can be discovered using self-localization or network-based
techniques [11].
In self-localization, the nodes acquire their location through the aid of other nodes
within the network. An example of self-localization is the Global Positioning System
(GPS). The GPS receiver passively receives signals from the GPS satellites which transmits data that includes their location and the current time. The signals are transmitted
at the same time and arrive at the receiver at slightly different times. The receiver can
6
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then compute its position using trilateration. It is best to use four or more satellites to
obtain the longitude, latitude and even elevation of the receiver, since a small timing error
at the satellites may cause a large location error. Self-localization is useful, however it
is not feasible in attack scenarios because attackers are uncooperative. Network-based
techniques use other nodes within the network to determine the position of a node. An
example of network-based localization is triangulation. Localization techniques need to
operate independently of malicious or uncooperative nodes.
Many localization techniques have been proposed, using angulation, Received Signal
Strength (RSS) and time, either individually or in combination [12, 13, 14]. Angular
tracking determines the angle between the direction of propagation of an incident wave
to a common reference point. Phased antennas are applicable to the angulation technique [12, 14, 15]. Examples of angular tracking are Angle of Arrival (AOA) and phase
comparison monopulse. RSS is a measurement of the power received in a radio signal from
the sender to receiver.

2.1.1

Angle of Arrival

AOA systems calculate the position of a node by measuring the angles of the received
signals at multiple receivers. The intersection of the line-of-sight (LOS) paths pinpoints
the location of the target node. We consider two AOA capable nodes in precise locations A
and B, as shown in Figure 2.1. Each AOA node measures the angle of the signal received
from the target node, with respect to its orientation. The angle of arrival is 9A and #g. A
line is drawn from each AOA node at the angle measured and the intersection of the lines
is the position of the target node. The accuracy of the AOA technique is dependent on
the noise and the multipath reflections [13, 16].
Geolocation of mobile phones is based on the principles of AOA. Multiple Base Sta-
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tions (BSs) in a network receive signals from a mobile phone and the lines of bearing
are calculated. The intersection of the projected azimuth lines results in an approximate
location of the mobile phone user. Geolocation is useful in emergency situations, where
the location of a mobile phone user may need to be estimated.

Figure 2.1: Angle of Arrival technique

2.1.2

Phase Comparison Monopulse

The phase comparison monopulse technique measures the phase difference of a signal
from two or more antennas to estimate the direction of arrival. The antennas are usually separated a half-wavelength apart to reduce the electromagnetic interference, which
is detrimental to an antenna's performance [17]. In this technique, the received signal
at each antenna is of equal amplitude but different in phase. In Figure 2.2, the signal
from transmitter T travels different path lengths, A, B, C and D. The baseline is the line
connecting the two antennas, Ri and i? 2 , and it has a length /. The intersection points of
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the path length B and the baseline, and the baseline and the axis, are denoted by x and
o, respectively. The distance between the points x and o is represented by c.
We use the law of cosines relating to the Pythagorean theorem to determine the phase
angle 6 in the two element array antenna. In triangle T0R2, a is equal to 0 + | .

Figure 2.2: Phase Comparison with a two element array antenna
We consider the triangle Tfi?2 to determine the side length D. We have

-

c2+

(0 2 + f c
(2.1)
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Using the law of sines, we know

— =

cos (-7T — a)

c = C cos ( — — 6
=

Csm(6)
(2.2)

Substituting Eq. 2.2 in Eq. 2.1,

D2

= C2+{^)

+lCsin9
(2.3)

We consider the Taylor's Theorem, which states that for any function f(x) which has a
point x centered around a base point a, can be expressed as:

f(x)

= f(a) + f\a)(x-a)
3!
+ ...

v

'

+

Q^-(x-a)2

4!
(2.4)

ra=0

(2.5)

where / ' and / " is the first and second derivative, and /(") is the nth derivative [18].
We transform Eq. 2.3 into the form (1 + x)n where n = \ and x = l-^-. Assuming I <C D,
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I <C C and factoring out C 2 , we get:

D2

« CM 1 +

£sin#"
C
(2.6)

Then,
^.
Zsin6>\^
D w C ( 1 + ——
(2.7)

Expanding Eq. 2.7 as a square root of the Taylor series with a = 0, we get

C

^ °l

1 +

1 flsm9\

2 —

1 /lsin.Q\

"8 —

+

1 /£sin#x

I 6— ) - " I

(2 8)

'

Only the first two terms in the parentheses are significant, so the equation reduces as
follows:

D « C ( l + -^sin0)

(2.9)

A « C(l-—sin#)

(2.10)

Similarly,

The phase difference $, in degrees, between two antennas is calculated by:
x
9

2ic(A-D) 2irlsm6
= ^ - ^
=^
-

(2.11)

where A is the wavelength, / is the distance between the two antennas and 6 is the direction
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of arrival. If the transmitter is located on the main antenna axis, the phase difference is
equal to 0°. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) indicates the amount of noise a signal experiences. A ratio of 1:1 indicates there is more signal than noise. The smaller the ratio,
the more the signal is influenced by the noise. SNR greatly affects the phase comparison
technique; however, Mahafza summarizes the implementation of the sum and difference
channels to increase the accuracy of the phase comparison monopulse [19]. Two or more
simultaneous beams received at the antennas are compared. The sum and difference channels, represented by E and A in Eqs. 2.12 and 2.13, are the addition and subtraction of
the two signals Si and S2 in the antennas.

Z($) = Si + S2

(2.12)

A($) = 5 1 - 5 2

(2.13)

The signals have similar amplitude, but differ by a phase of $. Therefore, the sum and
difference channels are expressed as:

£ ( $ ) = 5 2 (l + e-'*)

(2.14)

A($) = 5 2 (1 - e" J *)

(2.15)

The phase error E is the ratio of the difference and sum signals, this is represented by
Eq. 2.16, which is purely imaginary.
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J

(1 + e-J*)

=jtan

V2

(2.16)

Then, the modulus of the error signal is

£=tan[|)

2.1.3

(2.17)

RSS Tracking

Radio Frequency (RF) signals attenuate as they propagate through an environment due
to several factors such as reflection, refraction and multipath, resulting in a location estimation error [20]. Nevertheless, RSS measurements can be taken easily in numerous
applications, which makes RSS tracking a desirable technique. RSS-based localization algorithms can be categorized as signature dependent or geometric. Signature dependent
techniques collect RSS measurements during an offline training phase. This technique is
generally used in indoor environments because it has fewer environmental fluctuations.
The location of a transmitter is determined by matching the measurement to the existing collection [21]. The geometric RSS-based technique estimates the location using the
strength of the signal and the Euclidean space. Laurendeau and Barbeau investigated the
combination of RSS values and Hyperbolic Position Bounding (HPB) to localize transmitters [22]. This method utilized a probabilistic geometric path loss model, in addition to the
maximum and minimum hyperbolas between a transmitter and receiver pair to estimate
a location in which a transmitter may lie.
It is proven that the collaboration of localization techniques with RSS can improve
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their performance [12, 14, 20]. Malhotra et. al. evaluated the performance of the combination of RSS and AOA localization using directional antennas in different network
deployments [14]. The deployment scenarios are when the anchor and target antennas
are aligned, unaligned and if the target antenna is omni-directional. The semi-directional
antennas are arranged in a square layout and triangulate the cooperative target node by
measuring the RSS values and determining the radial distance. The AOA and the calculated distance can be used to pinpoint the location of the antenna. This technique may
be improved by averaging the radial distance from several antennas.

2.1.4

Time-Based Tracking

Time of Arrival (TOA), or Time of Flight (TOF), measures the round trip time for a
message to be received from a transmitter to a receiver. Another time-based localization
system is Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA). TDOA calculates the time difference for
a message to be received by several synchronized receivers. Transmitters and receivers
need to be synchronized, since inaccurate times result in an incorrect location estimation.
A GPS receiver calculates its position by timing the arrival of signals received from the
GPS satellites. Sastry et al. proposed a localization verification scheme called Echo protocol [23]. The protocol uses a prover and verifier node. The prover node requests access
to the network and the verifier node may either accept or reject the prover node based
on the time elapsed between the signals sent and received, and if it determines the prover
node to be in a certain region of interest.
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Radio Propagation Models

Priis described the power received at an antenna, given the transmitting antenna is at r
distance away [24]. This is represented by:

PR =

PTGTGR(

^)2(;)"

(2-18)

where PR and PT is the power received and transmitted, GR and GT is the gain received
and transmitted, A is the wavelength of the signal and r) is the path loss exponent. When
rj = 2 models the behaviour of a signal in free space with no obstacles and the power
received at the antenna is proportional to the inverse square of the distance [25, 26]. This
free space model is unrealistic and real environments can be modelled using an empirically
determined path loss exponent. The path loss exponent is the rate of an attenuated signal
as it propagates through space and varies with the propagation environment. The more
obstacles the environment has, the higher the path loss loss exponent.
Different theoretical and empirical models have been proposed to predict the behaviour
of radio wave propagation in outdoor and indoor environments. The Okumura-Hata model
is suitable for urban areas and calculates the transmitter and receiver heights using path
loss [27]. Another propagation model is the two-ray ground model which is more accurate
than the free space model [28]. This model takes into account the direct and reflected
paths while introducing the antenna heights and is represented by:
pR=PTGrGrm

(2 19)

where PR and Pp is the power received and transmitted, GR and GT is the gain received
and transmitted, ht and hr are the transmitter and receiver heights, and d is the distance
between the antennas. The Nakagami model predicts the received power based on a fading
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parameter m which is determined from a series of experiments [28]. When m is equal to
1 represents a non-LOS communication, typically known as a Rayleigh distribution. As
the fading parameter increases, it resembles a free space environment. Another predictive
model is the log-normal shadowing model, which determines the path loss a signal experiences as it travels a transmitter and receiver (T-R) distance [26], as described in Section
2.2.1. We use the log-normal shadowing model in our work.

2.2.1

Log-Normal Shadowing

We model the behaviour of the signal in a real environment using the log normal shadowing
model. The log-normal shadowing model calculates the path loss L(d) a signal experiences
as it travels a known T-R distance [26],

L(d) = L(d0) + IOTJ log (£\

+ Xa

(2.20)

where d0 is the reference distance closest to the transmitter, L(d0) is the average path
loss at d0, rj is the path loss exponent and Xa is a Gaussian distributive random variable
with zero mean and standard deviation a (dB). Variations of the path loss exponents and
standard deviations commonly studied environmental cases, are shown in Table 2.1 [25].

T a b l e 2 . 1 : P a t h Loss Exponents and Standard Deviation for Different

Environments

Environment

P a t h Loss Exponent

Standard Deviation (dB)

Free Space
Urban Area Cellular Radio
Shadowed Urban Cellular Radio
In building line-of-sight
Obstructed in building
Obstructed in factories

2
2.7-3.5
3-5
1.6-1.8
4-6
2-3

0
10-14
11-17
4-7
5-12
6-9

Chapter 3
The Four-Square Antenna
In this chapter, we describe the operation of the four-square antenna. This antenna uses its
directional properties to detect an evil twin attack and localize the transmitters involved.
We show how the location determination approaches discussed in Chapter 2, relate to the
four-square antenna.

3.1

The Operation of the Antenna

The four-square antenna consists of four identical antennas positioned on the corners of a
square with a one-quarter wavelength side. This low profile antenna makes it practical to be
used in commercial and military applications [29]. Our work is based on the conventional
four-square antenna as shown in Figure 3.1 [30]. Each element is connected with an
individual feed line to the center of the array and is driven with equal amplitude and inphase excitation to produce beams on the xz and yz planes. Figure 3.2 shows the physical
structure of the antenna. Figure 3.3 shows the radiation pattern of an element in the
antenna. Four beams are created along the feed line and formed in the xy plane, obtaining
360 ° azimuth coverage, as shown in Figure 3.4.
17
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An antenna's performance is measured by its radiation pattern and gain [30]. The gain
NW
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Figure 3.1: The conventional Four-Square antenna
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o

Figure 3.2: The Physical Structure of the Four-Square Antenna
of an antenna is the direction of the maximum radiated energy. The radiation pattern is
the distribution of the energy received or radiated in the angular regions. The four-square
antenna is categorized as a directional antenna. A directional antenna radiates or receives
energy in a desired direction, which is the direction of maximum radiation or reception.
This improves the antenna's efficiency by increasing the gain in a region when transmitting,
and reducing the noise when the antenna is receiving [31]. Some examples of directional
antennas are the loop, parabolic and Yagi antennas. The radiation pattern of an element
in the four-square antenna is similar to a dipole over a ground plane [32]. Figure 3.5 shows
the radiation pattern of a dipole. An omni-directional antenna radiates or receives energy
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equally in all directions and is unable to determine the direction of the received signal.
In our work, we use the four-square antenna because of its directionality and the gain
received is dependent on the angle of the incoming signal.
On reception of a signal, each element in the four-square antenna registers a RSS value.
The gain of each element in the four-square antenna is dependent on the angle of arrival
and is similar to a cardioid shaped function, with a maximum gain Gmax and exponent m
>1:
G[6) = Gmax (1 + cos (8))m = Gmax (cos 2 (J\)

(3.1)

where 6 is the angle of arrival and m is the directivity of the antenna. Larger values of m
result in a more directive antenna [33]. The importance of using the four-square antenna
is that in addition to registering the signal, the antenna is able to determine the direction
of arrival of the incoming signal.
A variety of strategies have been employed to steer the beams in the four-square array
in a desired direction. One strategy uses a hybrid coupler to provide equal amplitude and
current with a phase difference of 90° [34]. Christman modified this model to produce
an eight direction of fire four-square element [35]. The array fires from the diagonals and
the sides of the square by varying the phase angle of the current. Devoldere describes a
mathematical approach to steer a beam by having absolute control of the magnitude and
phase of the current in the elements [31].

3.2

Range Estimation with t h e Four-Square Antenna

It is possible to estimate the distance of a transmitter from a receiver given the power
of the transmitter and the attenuation model. For example, a free space radio signal is
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Figure 3.3: Radiation Pattern of an Element within the Four-Square Antenna
transmitted from a node and reduced by a factor of \ when it reaches the receiving node
at r distance away [15]. Lateration, as described by Hightower and Borriello, calculates the
position of the transmitter based on distance measurements from multiple receivers [15].
Each element in the four-square antenna receives signals from the target antenna. Let Pp
and GT denote the transmitted power and gain at the target antenna, PR and GR denote
the maximum received power and the gain received at the four-square antenna. The path
loss exponent is known and the estimated distance r of the target transmitter from the
four-square antenna can be calculated using Eq. 2.18. Figure 3.6 shows the range-based
technique with four-square antennas at the receivers. Each receiver estimates the distance
from the target antenna. The intersection of the distance measurements pinpoints the
location of the target antenna. The received power fluctuates due to several propagation
factors, resulting in inaccurate distance estimation [36, 25].
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Figure 3.4: The Clover-Shaped Radiation Pattern of the Four-Square Antenna

3.3

Hyperbolic Position Estimation

HPB, described by Laurendeau and Barbeau in [37], is a localization scheme which estimates the probabilistic maximum and minimum distance between the T-R. Each pair
of receivers in the environment calculates the maximum and minimum distance from the
transmitter and the corresponding hyperbolas are constructed. The location of the transmitter is bounded in the intersection of the hyperbolas. The smaller the candidate area,
the easier it is to pinpoint the transmitter. El Sayr introduces the HPB with Learning
Ability (HPB-LA) system, which improves the accuracy of the HPB mechanism by determining the best receiver pairs to use to locate a transmitter in the offline phase. Bhatia
uses the directionality of the four-square antenna in combination with the HPB technique
to detect a malicious transmitter [38].
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Figure 3.6: Lateration Technique with the Four-Square Antenna.

Chapter 4
Related Work
We review existing literature relevant to our area of research. It is important to detect
spoofing attacks and localize the attackers involved. Several attack scenarios are discussed,
specifically the evil twin attack, which is the focus in our paper. Section 4.1 describes
different types of attacks. Section 4.2 details previous work for detecting and localizing
multiple transmitters.

4.1

Attacks in Wireless Networks

Most wireless networks employ strict security features; however, they are still vulnerable
to attacks [6]. A malicious wireless node can sniff packets in the coverage area and disrupt the connection by launching a DoS or man-in-the-middle attack [6, 7]. Mai et. al.
categorised a rogue AP into four classes: improperly configured, unauthorised, phishing
and compromised AP [39]. Improperly configured APs may appear rogue because of a
small configuration mistake. Unauthorised APs gain access to the network without authorisation. Phishing APs attempt to acquire sensitive information. A compromised AP is a
malicious insider or an AP that has been hacked.
Security breaches can be prevented if we can detect and locate the attackers from gain23
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ing unauthorised access. We describe some attacks related to our work and the detection
and localization of these attacks.

4.1.1

Wormhole Attack

In a simple wormhole attack, an attacker deploys two transceivers in a network to create
a tunnel. The malicious nodes gain access to the network and eavesdrop on the packets
being transmitted in the coverage area. The packets are tunneled from one intruder node
to the other. The tunnel affects routing and connectivity in the network because it is seen
as a shortcut. The collusion of the intruder nodes may create dropped packets, a DoS or a
man-in-the-middle attack. Wormhole attacks are difficult to detect because attackers can
break or connect the tunnel at any time.
Hu and Evans presented a localization technique utilizing directional antennas to prevent wormhole attacks [2]. The antenna has n zones and obtains the zone in which the
maximum signal is received. This zone is used to communicate with the transmitter. The
technique employs three protocols: Directional, Verified and Strict Neighbour Discovery.
The first protocol chooses an announcer, which broadcasts to all nodes. If a node is a
neighbour of the announcer, the node uses the Verified Neighbour Discovery protocol, otherwise the message is ignored. An attacker can trick the announcer that a distant node is
its neighbour. The second protocol, Verified Neighbour Discovery, prevents this vulnerability. An announcer node may only accept the neighbour node if it is determined to be
legitimate by the verifier node. The verifier node is a node located in a zone which has the
least probability to be affected if a wormhole is near the announcer. The Strict Neighbour
Discovery protocol protects against the Worawannotai attack. The Worawannotai attack
occurs when nodes are unable to hear each other but have a verifier node that can hear
both nodes. If the nodes are out of range, the protocol ensures that the verifier region is
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empty. The technique described by Hu and Evans has satisfactory performance and introduces small overhead; however, it prevents some legitimate links from being established [2].

4.1.2

MAC Spoofing

Medium Access Control (MAC) spoofing is a technique which modifies the address of a
node, hence allowing a malicious device to impersonate other devices in a network. The
attacker can easily read packets and launch other attacks. MAC spoofing is a serious threat
and various countermeasures have been employed to minimize its effect [40, 41]. Radio
Frequency Fingerprinting (RFF) has been studied to detect MAC spoofing specifically [40].
RFF, employed by Hall et al., is a technique that can identify a transceiver based on a
transient portion of the signal it generates [40]. Before deployment of the network, the
transceiver profiles of the networking devices are stored in a database. As signals are detected, feature extraction is introduced and the fingerprint of the signal is compared to the
profiles stored in the database. If the transceiver print is not in the database, the signal is
ignored else the information is retrieved. Profiles can be updated to take into consideration
transceiver aging and the environmental conditions. Cardenas described several techniques
to prevent MAC spoofing such as installing a firewall and Reverse Address Resolution Protocol (RARP) [41]. RARP maps a MAC address to an Internet Protocol (IP) address. An
attack will be detected if there are multiple IP addresses assigned to a single MAC address.

4.1.3

Evil Twin Attack

The evil twin attack occurs when a rogue AP that appears to be legitimate, gains access
to the network. The rogue AP exploits the network by intercepting traffic. The most
common evil twin attacks are launched at wireless hot spots and impersonate a legitimate
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provider [7]. The client or operating system connects to a familiar network associated by
the name or the RSS. The malicious node is now capable of sniffing client information. The
evil twin attack can cause security breaches in a highly secured network [6], as the attacker
can implement a DoS attack and force the client to connect to it. Evil twin attacks are
difficult to ascertain since they can be turned off an any time.
Several countermeasures have been proposed for this attack [38, 42, 43]. Bhatia uses
a hyperbolic localization scheme with four-square antennas to detect an evil twin attack
and localize the transmitters involved [38]. Several software systems are available which
monitor the RF signals collected from the APs and compares the RFF with an authorized
list [44, 42, 43]. However, some of these systems have a high percentage of claiming a
legitimate AP as a rogue [7].
In our work, we consider a general form of the evil twin attack, called the evil twin
transmitter attack. A wireless malicious node gains access to the network and uses the
same identity as a legitimate wireless node. The wireless network consists of several receivers and a truth-teller transmitter. The truth-teller transmitter is only honest in terms
of it does not lie about its identity. A malicious transmitter gains access to the network
by impersonating the truth-teller transmitter. No assumptions are made about the nature
of the transmitters in the network, since it is possible that they are colluding to launch
attacks.

4.2

Detecting and Localizing Multiple Transmitters

The detection of a malicious node or an attack is difficult and expensive, specifically to
detect them simultaneously. Yang et al. defined a system to detect spoofing attacks, identify the number of attackers, and localize the multiple adversaries using a cluster-based
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technique [21]. The cluster analysis identifies the attack by monitoring the RSS to determine the location which is characterised by the dimensional signal space. The work in
[21] assumes an indoor environment. Nelson et al. focus on locating multiple transmitters
within a set geographic area using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [45]. PSO uses a
cost function and searches the area for the location of the transmitter that minimizes the
function.
Shetty et al. focus on another approach, utilizing traffic characteristics to detect a
malicious node [46]. The principle of this method is when a rogue AP accesses the network, the traffic from the attacker will be more than a legitimate node in the network.
If it exceeds beyond a pre-defined threshold, then the device is an attacker. Han et al.
measures the round trip time between the user and Domain Name Server (DNS) to detect
a rogue AP [47].

4.3

Summary

Section 4.1 detailed different types of attacks related to our work. We reviewed the literature related to the evil twin attack, which is the focus in our paper. Section 4.2 discussed
techniques employed to localize multiple attackers and adversaries.

Chapter 5
Location Estimation Using the
Four-Square
We describe the implementation model of the four-square antenna, which can provide
angular and diversity information for location sensing. We also determine the location
estimation error of the techniques using one and two four-square antennas.

5.1

Location Estimation Algorithms

We implement a model of the four-square antenna using the phase comparison technique
as described in Section 2.1.2. We consider four elements in the antenna 1, 2, 3 and 4

m

a Northeast-Southwest and Northwest-Southeast direction, as shown in Figure 5.1. Each
pair of elements in the four-square antenna has an axis, which is perpendicular to its
baseline. The baseline is the line connecting the two elements. The element pairs can be
in a vertical, horizontal or diagonal configuration, such as pairs 1-2, 1-4 and 2-4- The
phase differences and angles of the element pairs are positive, if measured anticlockwise
from the main antenna axis and negative, if measured clockwise. The other side of the axis
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mirrors the signs of the phase differences from the main antenna axis. The phase angles
fluctuate between 90° and —90°. Figure 5.10 and 5.11 show the expected phase differences
and phase angles for each element pair as a function of the azimuth of the transmitter
with no environmental noise.
Figure 5.1 shows the axis of the element pair 2-3 and the signs of the phase differences
recorded in relation to the main antenna axis. If a wireless node is located at 90° to the
receiver, the node resides on the element pairs 2-3 and 1-4 axes and the phase differences
of 0° will be recorded. It will be determined that the transmitter either lies in two possible
directions: 90° or 270° from the receiver. This poses a problem since we need to determine
the true bearing and location of the transmitter. Figure 5.2 shows the phase angle between
the element pair 2-4- The axis of the element pair 2-4 is perpendicular to its baseline and
runs along the element pair 1-3. Then phase angle 6 is the direction of the signal at the
axis of the element pair 2-4-

90°

+
180°

270°
Figure 5.1: The Axis of the Element Pair 2-3
The direction of propagation of the radio signal received at an antenna is affected by the
environmental noise [19]. We assume the phase is influenced by an additive Gaussian noise
which has a normal distribution of X ~ Af(fi,u)2). The random variable X is distributed
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normally with mean ji and variance u>2. The Gaussian distribution has the property that
95% of the measurements lie within the plus/minus standard deviation of the mean. For
example, if the standard deviation of the noise is | , then 95% of the samples will lie in
the interval (=p, | ) of the true azimuth.

Figure 5.2: Implementation Model of the Four-Square Antenna with the
Phase-Comparison

5.1.1

Localization Using Multiple Four-Square Antennas

The phase differences at each element pair is recorded and the phase angle is calculated.
To determine the location of the transmitter, at least two independent azimuth angles
must be measured from the receivers. The intersection of the lines drawn from the two
azimuths yields the approximate location of the target node. If three four-square antennas
receive a signal from the target node, this will increase the accuracy and show the probable
location of the transmitter.
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On reception of a signal, the four-square antenna registers the RSS and phase differences. The phase angles are calculated from the phase differences. A phase angle 9
corresponds to two possible azimuths AztmuthsltJ

of the transmitter at each element pair

% and j . This poses a problem since we need to determine the true bearing of the transmitter. The investigation of the behaviour of the phase angles as the transmitter cycles around
the receiver reveals that the comparison of the set of azimuths from the two element pairs
1-3 and 2-4 yields the true bearing. The differences of the azimuths of the element pairs
1-3 and 2-4 are calculated. The difference or similarity represents the azimuths closeness
in terms of degrees. The average of the azimuths which relate to the minimum difference
is chosen as the true bearing. The intersection of two or more azimuth lines from the
receivers will determine the coordinates of the transmitter.
Figure 5.11 shows the similarity comparison algorithm. The element pairs 1-3 and 2-4
have the set of azimuths 40° and 50°, 50° and 220° respectively. The comparison of the
azimuths 50° and 50°, will yield a similarity of 0°, which will be the minimum value. The
location of the transmitter will be determined to be at a bearing of 50° from the receiver.

5.1.1.1

Direction Finding via Azimuthal Similarity Comparison

The phase differences are measured at each receiver and the corresponding phase angles
are calculated. If the element pair 2-3 has a phase angle of 0°, the transmitter resides at
an azimuth of 90° or 270° from the receiver. If an element pair 3-4 has a phase angle of
0°, the transmitter lies along the azimuth of 0° or 180° from the receiver. A phase angle
relates to two possible bearings Azimuthsl>3

at each element pair i and j . This poses a

problem since we have to determine the exact bearing of a transmitter from the receiver.
We establish a relationship between the phase angle 6 and the two possible azimuths
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Figure 5.3: Localization of a Transmitter Using Two Four-Square Antennas
Azimuthsij

of the transmitter for each element pair i and j . The set of equations

Azimuthsio

= < 0,180 - 0

Azimuthslj3

= I 135 - 0,315 + 0 >

Azimuths^

= { 90 + 0, 270 - 0
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Azimuths2,3 = I 90 - 9,270 + 9 \

(5.4)

Azimuths2A

(5.5)

Azimuths3A

= < 225 + 6,45-9

= \ 180 + 9, -9

>

\

(5.6)

Algorithm 1 determines the relative position of the transmitter by comparing the similarity of the possible azimuths of the element pairs 1-3 and 2-4, which have a common
reference point at the midpoint of the four-square antenna. The azimuth range is between
0° and 360°. Similarity will refer to the absolute difference between the two azimuth measurements. There are six element pairs for a receiver and the variable count keeps track of
how many pairs have been processed. The element pairs are 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 2-3, 2-4 and
3-4- The phase angles and the two azimuths of each element pair i-j in the receiver are
calculated and stored in PhaseAnglescount,

Azcountti

and Azcount,2-

We use the element pairs 1-3 and 2-4 to determine the bearing of the transmitter from
the receiver, which corresponds to the variable count at 2 and 5. The array Bearing stores
the azimuths of the element pairs 1-3 and 2-4- We compare and calculate the similarity
of these azimuths. An azimuth calculated using one element pair is compared with the
two azimuths calculated using a different element pair.
A problem may arise: if 357° and 4° are compared, it will have a similarity of 353°,
which is incorrect as it is determined not to be relatively close in terms of their angular
direction. It should have a difference of 7°. This problem is handled by finding the min-
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imum azimuth in Bearing. The azimuths of the element pair, which correspond to the
minimum azimuth, is modified by adding an angle of 360°. Similarity is the difference
of the azimuths' element pairs. The difference of the azimuths in terms of degrees, is
calculated by subtracting 360°.
The function abs makes all values positive. The minimum difference in Similarity is
calculated, and its index Newlndex is stored. The AverageAzimuth of the four-square antenna can be determined from the azimuths associated with the minimum similarity. The
intersection of two or more lines drawn along the azimuths of the receivers will determine
the coordinates XY of the transmitter.
The location of a transmitter may be found by simple triangulation or the least squares
approach. In the least squares approach, the azimuth Aver age Azimuthn

from each re-

ceiver is used in an equation binding the locations of the receivers to the transmitter [48].

X — xn = (Y — yA • tan(90 — AverageAzimuth1>n)

where

X

Y

and

x y

(5.7)

are the coordinates of the transmitter and the receiver.

The receiver will estimate the position of the transmitter using the system of equations
below.

A • cT = b

1 — tan(90 —
where A=

(5.8)

AverageAzimuthi)

1 — tan(90 — AverageAzimuth'^)
X
1 — tan(90 — Aver age Azimuthn)

Y

and
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~Ui tan(90 — Aver age Azimuthi)

%2 ~V2 tan(90 — AverageAzimuth'i)

xn

—y-n tan(90 — Aver age Azimuthn)

Therefore, the estimated position is

c = {{A1 A)-1 A1 b)r

5.1.2

(5.9)

Localization Using One Four-Square Antenna

In the localization using one four-square antenna method, all possible angle of arrivals at
each element pair are calculated using the phase differences. The intersection points of the
azimuth lines for each combination of element pairs are estimated. The intersection point
which has the maximum distance from the centre of the four-square antenna is chosen as
the location of the transmitter.
We describe the method using one receiver to localize a transmitter in Algorithm 2.
The four-square antenna is an antenna array which has the ability to use the signal received at each element to locate a wireless node. The phase PhaseDif ferenceh3
element pair % — j is registered and the phase angle PhaseAnglesZJ

of each

is calculated. The

phase angle corresponds to two possible directions from the midpoint of the element pair's
axis, as shown in Figure 5.4. The array Angles stores all phase angle combinations of the
horizontal and vertical element pairs in the four-square antenna.
The function CalculateAlllnter•section calculates the intersection points for each combination of element pairs in Angles. There are two azimuths for each element pair, this
means at most there will be four intersection points for one combination. However, some
of the azimuth lines may be parallel, coincident or have no intersection point, resulting
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Algorithm 1 Calculate the transmitter's location
for n = 1 to N receivers do
count =0
for i = 1 to 3 do
for j = i + 1 to 4 do
Register PhaseDif ferencep^nt
Calculate PhaseAnglescount
Calculate Azcount:i,Azcount^2
count = count + 1
end for
end for
Azimuths5ti
Bearing = Azimuths5y2
Azimuths2!i
Azimuths2,2
Index <— Calculate the index which has the minimum azimuth in Bearing
if (Index < 2) then
Bearingi — Az^i + 360°
Bearing2 = Az$t2 + 360°
else
Bearingi = Az2,i + 360°
Bearing2 = Az2,2 + 360°
Bearing^ = Az^i
Bearing^ = Az§t2
end if
Similarityi = Bearingi — Bearing^
Similarity2 = Bearingi — Bearing^
Similarity^ = Bearing2 — Bearing^
Similarity^ = Bearing2 — Bearing^
Similarity = Similarity — 360
Similarity = abs(Similarity)
[Value, Newlndex] = min(Similarity)
AvgAzimuthn
<— Calculate the average of the azimuths associated with the
Newlndex of the minimum similarity calculated
end for
XY <— Calculate the intersection using the average azimuth of the four-square antennas
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in null values. For example, we compare the phase angles of element pairs 1-4 and 2-3.
The intersection points for the azimuth lines of the element pairs are calculated, and a
set of possible intersection points are returned. The coordinate with the maximum distance from the middle of the four-square antenna is chosen and stored in the variable
PossibleCoordinatesa.

The variable a is the number of element pair combinations. The

function CalculateAllInter section is repeated for each element pair combination, resulting
in a set of possible intersections points PossibleCoordinates.
In the function Calculatelntersection, the coordinates with the maximum distance from
the middle of the four-square antenna is chosen from the set PossibleCoordinates. The foursquare antenna has a low profile therefore some of the intersection points may be located in
the antennas layout, as shown in Figure 5.4. This is minimised by choosing the intersection
point with the maximum distance from the receiver.
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5.2

Performance Evaluation

Two receivers operating in the 2.4 GHz frequency range, are placed in an environment with
no prior knowledge of the location and activity of the transmitter. The power received is
greater than the sensitivity of the receiver. The sensitivity of a receiver is the minimum
tolerable signal strength that a receiver can detect. Each receiver has a random amount of
noise. The performance metrics of the algorithm are the percentage of locations identified
successfully and the location error. The percentage of locations identified successfully is
the number of locations identified divided by the total number of tries. In some cases,
the receivers may fail to identify a location when the azimuth lines are parallel or coincident. Location error Rerr0r is the distance between the estimated and actual location of
the transmitter, divided by the distance between the axis of the receiver and the actual
transmitter's position [14]. The location error is defined as:

Re.

V \%estimated
V [praxis

^actual)
•^actual)

* {V estimated
~r \Haxis

Uactual)
Vactual)

(5.10)
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Algorithm 2 Calculate the transmitter's location using one receiver
for i = 1 to 3 do
for j — i + 1 to 4 do
Register PhaseDifference%3
Calculate PhaseAnglesZJ
end for
end for
PhaseAnglei^
PhaseAngle^
PhaseAnglei^
PhaseAngle2,3
PhaseAngleit2
PhaseAnglei^
Angles
PhaseAnglei^
PhaseAngle^fi
PhaseAngle3^
PhaseAnglei^
PhaseAnglez^
PhaseAngle^^,
for a = 1 to 6 do
PossibleCoordinatesa <—
CalculateAllIntersection{Anglesa^,Anglesa^)
end for
Coordinates <—
Calculatelntersection(PossibleCoordinates)
return Coordinates
where xestimated, Vestimated a r e the coordinates of the estimated position of the transmitter,
x

actuaiiVactual

are

the coordinates of the actual transmitter's location and xaxis,yaxis

are

the coordinates of the receiver.

5.2.1

Results of the Localization Using Two Four-Square Antenna

The results of Algorithm 1 are presented in this section with a confidence level of 95%,
as shown in Appendix A. Figure 5.6 shows that Algorithm 1 effectively determines the
azimuth of the transmitter from the receiver. The angle function is the angle between
the receivers and the transmitter. For example, if the transmitter is located between the
receivers, the angle function is 180°, as shown in Figure 5.7. If the transmitter is directly
located to the left or right of both receivers, the angle function is 0°. Algorithm 1 fails to
locate the position of the transmitter when the angle function is 0° and 180° because the
azimuth lines are parallel or coincident, as shown in Figure 5.7. The transmitter is sue-
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cessfully localized 99.9% of the time when the transmitter is not on the receivers' baseline.
The receivers' baseline is the line connecting the two receivers.
Figure 5.8 shows the location error in different noisy environments. Small angles are
more affected by noise than large angles [13]. An angular error of 5° will affect a small
angle function of 10° more than a large angle of 75°. The smaller the angle function, the
larger the location error. When the angle function is greater than 25°, the location error
decreases. A large amount of environmental noise results in a higher location error.
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Figure 5.6: Performance of Algorithm 1

5.2.2

Results of t h e Localization Using One Four-Square Antenna

The results of Algorithm 2 are presented in this section with a confidence level of 95%, as
shown in Appendix A. Algorithm 2 is robust, as the wireless node is localized 100% of
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Figure 5.7: Failure to Identify the Location of the Transmitter at an Angle Function
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Figure 5.8: Location Error Using Two Four-Square Antennas
the time, independent of the noise and the angle function. The angle function is the angle
between the receiver and the transmitter, and the transmitter and the North landmark.
The North landmark is located to the North of the receiver at the end of the wireless
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environment and is used to facilitate the comparison of the two methods by way of the
angle function value.
Figure 5.9 shows the location error of Algorithm 2. As the transmitter moves away
from the axis of the receiver, the location error fluctuates and four peaks are observed.
The axis of the receiver is at 0°, 90°, 180° and 270°, which relates to the angle function
of 180°, 59°, 0° and 59°, respectively. When the transmitter is close to an axis of the
element pair, the location error increases. A good location estimate of the wireless node
is obtained when the node is at least 10° from the axis of an element pair. A small phase
angle calculated at an element pair is greatly affected by noise, resulting in a large location
error estimate.
The environmental noise affects the location error. The average location error of the
noise with the standard deviation 3, 5 and 10 dBm is 3%, 6% and 15%, respectively, when
two receivers are used to localize a transmitter. A higher location error was experienced
for the second method, where one four-square antenna was used for localization. The
location error is 5%, 8% and 16% for the Gaussian noise 3, 5 and 10 dBm, respectively.
Localization using two receivers fails to determine a position for the transmitter when it
has an angle function of 0° or 180°. A higher degree of accuracy is obtained when multiple
receivers are introduced. In our work, we use multiple receivers to localize transmitters.
However, in cases where only one receiver detects a signal from a wireless node, we can
fallback on Algorithm 2.
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Figure 5.9: Location Error Using One Four-Square Antenna
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Chapter 6
Defeating the Evil Twin Attack
In the evil twin transmitter attack, a rogue wireless node gains access to the network
and eavesdrops on the traffic. Wireless networks are susceptible to evil twin attacks as
they are easy to launch, but difficult to ascertain. Existing solutions on evil twin attacks
consider monitoring RF waves from each node, or using a hyperbolic localization scheme
to detect the rogue node [38, 42, 43]. We propose two evil twin detection schemes for
different network layouts: a regular grid and a randomly distributed environment. The
four-square antenna uses its directional properties to detect an evil twin attack and then
probabilistically locate the positions of the transmitters.

6.1

The Attack Model

Our attack model assumes an outdoor wireless network with several receivers that monitor
the phase differences of the signal detected. The receivers have four-square antennas and
communicate securely with each other. The location of each receiver deployed in the network is known. A truth-teller transmitter resides in the network and does not lie about its
identity, which is handled by the error detection code. An attacker or evil twin gains access
46
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to the network by using the same identity and transmits information at the same time
as the truth-teller transmitter. The receivers have no prior knowledge of the transmitting
power and the location of the transmitters. We assume that the transmitters are equipped
with omni-directional antennas and are only able to send messages to the receivers that
are one hop away.
The receivers will be confused by the presence of the evil twin in the network and may
be connected to the truth-teller transmitter, the evil twin or neither due to interference.
For a signal to be detected at a receiver, the RSS of a signal must be within the dynamic
range of the receiver. The dynamic range is the ratio of the minimum and maximum tolerable signal a receiver can handle. If two signals are received within the dynamic range, the
signals interfere and nothing is recorded. If strong and weak signals are received, and the
weak signal is not within dynamic range, the stronger signal is registered. The sensitivity
of a receiver is the minimum tolerable signal strength a receiver can detect.

6.2

Partitioning the Wireless Environment

The environment is divided into n zones where n is always a perfect square. The zone
is a section of the grid, as shown in Figure 6.2(a). The number of receivers deployed in
the network, is equivalent to the number of zones. In our work, we use 9 zones and 9
receivers. In the regular grid environment, the receivers are aligned in a rigid structure
and are placed in the middle of the zones as shown in Figure 6.2. The zones are numbered
I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII and IX. In the randomly distributed network, the receivers
are randomly placed, as shown in Figure 6.6.
Each receiver has a four-square antenna and is capable of registering the RSS and using
the phase differences of the element pairs to calculate the azimuth of the signal received.
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The azimuth corresponds to the sector in which the antenna receives a signal. The sector
is a quadrant of the four-square antenna, as shown in Figure 6.1. Sectors 3 , 2 , 1 and 4 are
between 0° and 90°, 90° and 180°, 180° and 270°, 270° and 360°. Each zone is divided into
four sub-zones. In Zone I, the sub-zones are 1, 2, 7 and 8, as shown in Figure 6.2(b). The
sub-zones are numbered 1 to 36. The regular grid algorithm has been specifically designed
for the four-square antenna, with the four sectors corresponding to the four elements of the
antenna. If a receiver Rl detects a signal from a transmitter in sector 1, the transmitter
may lie in sub-zones 7, 13, 19, 25 or 31. If a receiver Rl detects a signal from sector 3, the
transmitter may lie in in sub-zones 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6. In the random algorithm, the directional
properties of the four-square antenna is used to determine the azimuth of the transmitter.

90°
Sector 3

Sector 2

180c

0°

Sector 4

Sector 1

270°
Figure 6.1: The Sectors of a Receiver

6.3

Detection Algorithm for a Regular Grid Network

On reception of a signal, a receiver registers the RSS value and the phase differences. This
information is collectively used at the Central Processing Point (CPP) to determine if the
network is under attack, and if true, then the transmitters are localized. The CPP uses the
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Figure 6.2: Wireless Environment Partitioned into (a) Zones and (b) Sub-Zones
phase differences from each receiver to determine the incoming signal which corresponds
to the sector in which the transmitter may lie. The sectors of the receivers in the same
row and column are compared. If the sectors and the sub-zones are overlapping, this information is consistent with one transmitter residing in the environment and the system
declares the network is safe. For example, if receivers Ri and R% register a signal from a
transmitter 7\ in sector 1, the system is declared to be not under attack, as shown in Figure
6.3(a). The sub-zones are overlapping and the information from the receivers is consistent
with one transmitter residing in the wireless environment. An evil twin transmitter attack
is detected if there is conflicting information about the location of the transmitter. For
example, if the receiver Ri registers a signal from a transmitter Ti in sector 1 and the
receiver R2 registers a signal from a transmitter T2 in sector 2, the system is declared to
be under attack, as shown in Figure 6.3(b).
The CPP compares information from the receivers in the same row or column. Algorithm 3 describes the procedure used to identify an evil twin attack. On reception of
a signal, each receiver records the RSS and phase differences of the signal. The CPP
calculates the direction of the signal and its sector using the phase differences, defined
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Sub-Zones) and (b) An Attack is Detected (Conflicting Sub-Zones)
in Algorithm 3 as AvgAzimuth

and sector, respectively. The variable Receivers store the

receivers that detect a signal and the variable ETA monitors if the system is under attack.
The function size determines the number of receivers that detect a signal and stores this
value in the variable Size. The receivers in each row and column in the environment are
analysed. The receivers in row 1 are: R\, R2 and i? 3 ; in row 2 are: R4, R5 and R$; in row
3: R-j, Rs and Rg. The receivers in column 1 are: Ri, R4 and R7; in column 2 are R2, R5
and R$; in column 3 are: R3, RQ and Rg. If receivers R\, R2, RQ and R7 detect a signal,
then the sectors of the receivers in the row Ri R2 and column Ri R7 are compared. The
system is unable to perform any comparison with receiver R$ as there are no nearby receivers that detect a signal. Each receiver Receiver^ and the corresponding sector Sector\
in a row is compared to other receivers Receiver3

and their Sector3 in the same row. Each

receiver Receiver^, and the corresponding sector Sectorl in a column is compared to other
receivers Receiver3

and their Sector3 in the same column. When the sub-zones or sectors

of the receivers being compared do not overlap, as shown in Figure 6.3(b), the system
declares an evil twin transmitter attack and the variable ETA is set to 1. The receivers in-
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volved are identified as a conflicting pair. If there is no conflict, the system is declared safe.

Algorithm 3 Identify Evil Twin Attack
for i = 1 to N receivers do
Register RSSU AvgAzimuthu sector\
end for
Receivers — [ R± R2
]
Sector — [ sector\ sector
]
ETA = 0
[Row, Size] = stze(Receivers)
for i = 1 to Size do
for j = 2 to Size do
if Receiver s% & Receivers^ are in the same row then
if Sectorl = = 1 &: Sector3 = = 31| Sector% == 2 & Sector3 = = 3 |
Sector% == 3 & Sector3 = = 4\\Sectorl == 1 & Sector3 •= = 2 |
Sector\ = = 1 & Sectorj == 4||Sector% == 2 & Sector-, =
• =4|
Sector\ == 4 & Sector3 == 21|Sectort == 3 & Sector3 = = 1 |
Sector% = = 2 & Sector3 —= 1 then
ETA=1
end if
end if
if Receiversx & Receivers3 are in the same column then
if Sector\ = = 1 & Sector3 == Z\\Sectorl = = 2 & Sector3 = = 4|
Sector\ = = 2 & Sector3 =— 3\\Sectort == 3 & Sector3 = = 1||
Sector\ = = 4 & Sector3 = = 21|Sector = = 1 & Sector3 == 4||
Sector\ = = 2 & Sector3 = = 1||Sector% == 3 & Sector3 = = 2||
Sectorl == 3 & Sector3 = = 4 then
ETA=1
end if
end if
end for
end for
return ETA
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Dividing the Receivers into Pools

When the system detects an evil twin transmitter attack, the system divides the receivers
into two pools to determine which receivers are detecting a signal from the transmitters T\
and T2. The first pool consists of the receivers detecting a signal from a transmitter and
the second pool is made up of the receivers detecting a signal from the other transmitter.
We use the method described in Section 5.1.2, localization using one four-square antenna,
to pinpoint the location of the transmitter from each receiver. A cluster of the possible
locations of the transmitter means that the receivers are detecting a signal from the same
transmitter, as shown in Figure 6.4. The clustering algorithm requires that each coordinate
be compared to other coordinates, to determine which coordinates are close or within
a certain distance dc.

Coordinates within the distance dc are determined to be from

one transmitter. The system calculates the intersection point of the azimuth lines from
the set of receivers, which have been determined to be receiving a signal from the same
transmitter. The receivers excluded are determined to be from the second transmitter and
the intersection point of the azimuth lines is calculated. Multiple receivers improve the
accuracy of localizing the transmitter.
If the environment has an unknown amount of noise, the system might be unable to
detect two distinct clusters of points. We then analyse the conflicting pairs. For example, if
there is only one conflicting pair R1R2, the receiver Ri receives a signal from a transmitter
T\ and the receiver R2 receives a signal from another transmitter T2. Then receiver R\ is
placed in one pool and receiver R2 is placed in the other pool. Localization using one foursquare antenna can then be used to estimate the positions of the transmitters. Multiple
conflicting pairs can also be divided into two pools. For example, receivers R\ and Rg
detect a signal from a transmitter Ti in sector 2, and the receiver R3 registers a signal
from a transmitter T2 in sector 3. The conflicting pairs are R1R3 and R3R9. The system
analyses the first conflicting pair, the receiver Ri is placed in one pool and the receiver
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i? 3 in the other. The receiver Rg is placed in the first pool since it is determined to be in
conflict with the receiver R3, which is in the second pool. If there are multiple receivers in
a pool, the transmitters can be localized using multiple four-square antennas, as described
in Section 5.1.1. If there is only one receiver in a pool, the transmitter may be localized
using one four-square antenna, as described in Section 5.1.2.
We described a regular grid system that can be used to detect an evil twin attack. The
disadvantages of this model is that antennas have to be aligned in a rigid pattern, therefore
we propose an evil twin detection system for a random-based networking environment.
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Detection Algorithm for a Randomly Distributed
Environment

The receivers are randomly placed in each zone throughout the environment. Each receiver
registers the RSS value and the phase differences of the signal it receives. This information
is sent to the CPP, which performs computations on each set of phase difference received
to determine the direction of the signal at each receiver. A receiver pair is two receivers
that detect a signal. All possible intersection points are calculated using the azimuth lines
of the receiver pairs. If the CPP is unable to compute an intersection point for a receiver
pair, this results in a null value and the system declares an evil twin transmitter attack as
it senses there is more than one transmitter in the network. If the CPP is able to attain
values for all intersection points, the system assumes that there is only one transmitter
residing in the environment and there is no threat.
Figure 6.5 and 6.6 show the detection system in the two states: no attack and attack
detected. In Figure 6.5, the intersection point of the azimuth lines of the receiver pair
R1R2 is calculated and determined to be a value. The system declares the network is
safe. In Figure 6.6, the CPP calculates the intersection points of the azimuth lines for the
receiver pairs such as R2R3, R2R&1 RzR&, RQRS- Some of the receiver pairs such as R1R2,
R1R3 and R\Rs, fail to disclose values when the intersection points of the azimuth lines are
calculated. The system interprets this information as more than one transmitter residing
within the environment.
In some cases, the receivers register signals from both of the transmitters in the environment and attains values for all intersection points of the azimuth lines for the receiver
pairs. This results in a false negative, as shown in Figure 6.7. We extend the algorithm
to handle this problem, when the lines of azimuths for the receivers pairs intersect with
values. If the receivers are detecting a signal from one transmitter, this set of intersection
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Figure 6.5: Detection System Declares the Network is Safe
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Figure 6.6: Detection System Declares an Attack
points will be within a certain distance from each other. We set the maximum distance
between the coordinates as dr. If the distance between the intersection points exceeds the
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distance dr, the CPP determines that it is under attack and the receivers are detecting
signals from more than one transmitter. Figure 6.7 shows the system will now detect the
threat, whereas without the extension to the algorithm, the system would have failed.
Figure 6.8 is a flowchart of the detection system for a randomly distributed environment.
When the detection system is aware of an attack, it must pool the azimuths of the
1000

100

200

1000

Figure 6.7: CPP Declares the System is not under Threat without the Extension of
the Algorithm
receivers to determine which receivers are detecting a signal from the transmitters T\ and
T-i- Localization using each receiver is used to determine the possible coordinates of the
transmitters. We use a clustering algorithm to pool the coordinates of the transmitters
T\ and T2, as described in Section 6.3.1. The coordinates within a defined range dc are
related to one transmitter. The excluded coordinates are related to the other transmitter.
If there are multiple receivers in a pool, the transmitters are localized using multiple foursquare antennas as described in Section 5.1.1. If there is only one receiver in a pool, the
transmitter may be localized using one four-square antenna as described in Section 5.1.2.
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Chapter 7
Simulation
We discuss our simulation setup and evaluate the performance of the evil twin transmitter
attack schemes in a regular grid and a randomly distributed network structure. When
an attack is declared, the system localizes the transmitters involved. The simulation is
performed under real world scenarios. The performance of our algorithms is compared to
another evil twin detection scheme.

7.1

Simulation Setup

The environment is a 1000 x 1000 m2 grid with 9 zones and 9 receivers. The receivers
are operating in the 2.4 GHz frequency range and have no prior knowledge of the location or the activity of the transmitters. In the regular grid environment, the receivers are
perfectly aligned in the middle of each zone and their locations are known. For each test
run, the receivers are randomly placed in each zone for the randomly distributed environment. This random placement is chosen by chance with a uniform distribution. We use
the parameter values obtained by Liechty et al. to model a real world environment, where
the reference distance do is one meter, the path loss exponent rj is 2.76 and the standard
deviation a is 5.62 dB [49]. The maximum gain of each element in the antenna is 8 dBi
58
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and the directivity parameter m is set to 1.
Each receiver simulates a random amount of signal shadowing and noise for each test
run and for each transmitter. The noise generated in the environment has a zero mean
and a standard deviation of 1.96 dBm [13], and is added to each phase measurement to
simulate errors. The dynamic range of the receiver is 20 dB and the receiver sensitivity is
set to -93 dBm. The Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power (EIRP) of the transmitters
is 33 dBm. The parameter value dc was determined through a series of experiments by
averaging the distance between a cluster of points and is set to 100 meters. The parameter
dr is set to 100, 120, 160 and 180 metres for the noise with a standard deviation of 1.96,
3, 5 and 10 dBm respectively. Experiments are conducted 1400 times with a confidence
level of 95%, as shown in Appendix A.

7.2

Performance Metrics

Our algorithms monitor the signal detected at each receiver and analyse the information to
determine if the system is under attack. Once an attack is detected, the system localizes the
transmitters involved. True Positive (TP) occurs when a true attack is correctly reported.
False Positive (FP), also known as a false alarm, occurs when an attack is incorrectly
reported. True Negative (TN) occurs when a true non-attack is correctly reported, whereas
a False Negative (FN) occurs when a non-attack is incorrectly reported. The performance
metrics calculated from these are: True Positive Rate (TPR), False Positive Rate (FPR),
True Negative Rate (TNR) and False Negative Rate (FNR), as shown in Eqs. 7.1 -7.4.
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v(7.4)
;

'

A TPR of 100% means that the system identifies all actual positives whereas a TNR
of 100% means that the test recognizes all actual negatives. The TPR and TNR aids us
in gauging the performance of the algorithms. The FPR is the rate of non-attacks incorrectly identified as attacks, whereas the FNR is the rate of attacks incorrectly identified
as non-attacks. The overall accuracy of the system is an indicator of the performance, as
shown in Eq. 7.5.

TP + TN
ccuracy -

TN + FN + Tp + Fp

-

_ #correctAttacks+#correctNon-Attacks
#Attacks+#Non-Attacks
(7.5)
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Results for the Regular Grid Network

Table 7.1 shows the environmental noise greatly affects the rate of false negatives. All of
the attacks identified by the system are true positives. The average F P R and F N R is 0%
and 7.37%, respectively. Both transmitters are localized each time an attack is detected.
Our algorithm detects an evil twin attack with no false positives, and the false negative
rate is greatly influenced by the noise level in the environment.

The system correctly

identifies attacks with a T P R of 92.63%, and non-attacks with a T N R of 100%.
We delve further into evaluating the performance of the algorithm by partitioning the
Table 7.1: The Rate of False Positives and Negatives in a Regular Grid Environment
Noise Level [dBm]
1.96
3
5
10
Average

F P R [percent]
0
0
0
0
0

F N R [percent]
7.04
7.21
7.88
7.34
7.37

environment into zones. The noise level in the environment is 1.96 dBm. Figure 7.1 shows
the rate of false negatives in relation to the proximity of the transmitters involved in the
attack. The distance between the transmitters is measured as the number of zones apart.
For example, if both transmitters are located in Zones I, the number of zones apart is 0.
If the transmitters are in Zones I and IV, the number of zones apart is 1.
Each time an attack is detected, it is a true positive and both transmitters are localized.
The system has difficulty in detecting an attack when the transmitters are in the same
zones, due to the overlapping sub-zones being consistent with one transmitter, resulting in
a false negative. Therefore, a higher false negative rate is presented when the transmitters
reside in the same zones than in different zones. Collectively, the system declares a nonattack and an attack with an average accuracy of 100% and 88.19% respectively, as shown
in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: The Rate of False Negatives in a Partitioned Regular Grid Environment

7.4

Results for the Randomly Distributed Network

We simulate our algorithm described for a random-based network and measure the rate of
detection in different noisy environments, and when the transmitters involved in an attack
are a certain distance apart. Our algorithm performs considerably well in different noisy
environments, as shown in Table 7.2. The increase of noise in the environment introduces
more false positives. The rates of false positives and negatives have an average of 17.48%
and 3.51% in the different environments.
We evaluate the performance of a partitioned environment for the random-based algorithm. The standard deviation of the noise in the environment is 1.96 dBm. Figure
7.2 shows the rates of false positives and negatives in relation to the proximity of the
transmitters involved in the attack. When the transmitters are in different zones, there
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is a high probability that the lines of intersection will yield null values, resulting in more
attacks being identified. However, the rate of false positives increases because of the noise
in the environment, as shown in Figure 7.2. Overall the system has low false positives
and negatives, with an average of 15.64% and 5.93% respectively. Both transmitters are
sucessfully localized, each time an attack is detected.

Table 7.2: The Rates of False Positives and Negatives in a Randomly Distributed
Environment
Noise Level [dBm]
1.96
3
5
10
Average

i

IVKJ

F P R [percent]
14.86
14.53
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22.93
17.48

F N R [percent]
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Figure 7.2: The Rates of False Negatives and False Positives in a Partitioned
Randomly Distributed Environment
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Comparison of the Regular Grid and the Randomly Distributed Algorithms

We compare the effectiveness of the regular and random algorithms in correctly identifying
if an attack has taken place or not. Figure 7.3 compares the accuracy of the different noisy
environments. Figure 7.4 shows the overall accuracy of the algorithms in relation to the
proximity of the transmitters. The overall accuracy takes into account the number of
true attacks and non-attacks identified by the system. The randomly distributed and
regular grid systems have an average accuracy of 95% and 94.08% in the different noisy
environments. In a partitioned environment, the randomly distributed and regular grid
systems have an average accuracy of 94.18% and 90.73%, respectively. The randomly
distributed algorithm performs better than the regular grid algorithm because it has a lower
false negative rate and identifies more true attacks. In addition, the random algorithm
has fewer network constraints as the receivers are randomly placed in the zones.

7.6

Performance Comparison with Another Evil Detection Scheme

In this section, the performance of our regular grid algorithm is compared to an evil twin
detection scheme described by Bhatia in [38]. Bhatia proposed a regular grid algorithm
and investigated the rates of true positives and false negatives in relation to the proximity
of the transmitters involved in the attack [38]. The algorithm has a true positive and false
negative rates of 53% and 47% respectively, when transmitters are in the same zone. When
the transmitters are in different zones, the true positive rate is 100%. In our regular grid
algorithm, the rates of true positives and false negatives are 76% and 24% respectively,
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when transmitters are in the same zones. In different zones, the rate of true positives is
94%.
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In the evil twin detection scheme proposed by Bhatia, both transmitters are localized
74% of the time [38]. Once an evil twin attack has been declared in our algorithms, both
transmitters are localized 100% of the time. Our algorithm exhibits better performance
overall than Bhatia [38]; however, our simulation utilizes more receivers. In addition to our
regular grid algorithm, we proposed a randomly distributed algorthm where the receivers
are randomly placed in the environment, thereby reducing restrictions on the placement
of the receivers. We are unable to compare the performance of the randomly distributed
algorithm with the algorithm proposed by [38] as the structure of the network differs.

7.7

Summary

In this chapter, we evaluated the performance of our algorithms to detect the evil twin
attack. In the regular grid algorithm, the receivers must be placed in a rigid, defined structure which may be disadvantageous in some cases. In the randomly distributed algorithm,
the receivers are placed randomly within the environment. Overall, the systems performed
well and achieved a low false positive and negative rate. The randomly distributed and
regular grid systems have an average accuracy of 95% and 94.08% in the different noisy
environments. In a partitioned environment, the randomly distributed and regular grid
systems have an average accuracy of 94.18% and 90.73%, respectively.

Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
We described two algorithms using four-square antennas at the receivers, which can be implemented in different network structures. The detection schemes can be used in the most
common deployment scenarios, such as a randomly distributed or a regular grid networking environment. In the regular grid networking environment, the receivers are perfectly
aligned in in a rigid, defined structure, whereas in the randomly distributed environment
the receivers are placed randomly. We introduce the evil twin attack mechanisms with
minimal assumptions about the EIRP of the transmitters and their cooperativeness. Once
an attack is detected, we evaluate the direction of each signal received to probalistically
locate the position of an attacker.
The localization techniques using one and multiple four-square antennas are presented
in Chapter 5. We evaluated the location error for the methods proposed and their tradeoffs. Our evil twin attack detection schemes are described in Chapter 6 and proposed for
the two common deployment scenarios in a networking environment. The performance of
the algorithms are evaluated in Chapter 7. Section 8.1 summarizes the work presented and
highlights our contributions. We also provide recommendations for future work in Section
8.2.
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Contributions

We approached the threat of the evil twin attack by implementing two algorithms for different network scenarios. We made no assumptions about the nature of the transmitters,
which may be involved in a coordinated or uncoordinated attack to gain access to network. Each receiver experiences a random amount of noise and signal shadowing, making
our simulation a realistic model of the real world scenario. The receivers have no prior
knowledge of the transmitting power of the transmitters.
In the regular grid system, we declare an attack when there is conflicting information
about the location of the transmitters. In the random-based system, we define two test
scenarios to detect an attack: if the set of intersection points have any null values and
secondly, if the range of the intersection points exceed a certain distance. Once an attack
is declared, the systems localize the transmitters using the proposed localization schemes
for a four-square antenna described in Chapter 5. The proposed localization schemes can
locate a transmitter with one or multiple receivers using the phase differences of the signal
received. The detection and localization schemes can be used independently of each other
and is able to detect multiple evil twin attacks at a time.
Our attack detection schemes achieve a high detection rate while maintaining a low
false positive and negative rates. The randomly distributed and regular grid systems have
an average accuracy of 95% and 94.08% in the different noisy environments. In a partitioned environment, the randomly distributed and regular grid systems have an average
accuracy of 94.18% and 90.73%, respectively.
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Future Work

In our work, we made an assumption about the directional pattern of the transmitters while
tackling the evil twin attack. We assume the transmitters involved are omni-directional
antennas. Omni-directional antenna radiates or receives power equally in one plane. Directional antennas radiates or receives power in a certain direction. Our algorithm may
be applicable to directional transmitters as it does not rely on the RSS to determine the
position of the transmitter. Only if the RSS value is beyond the sensitivity level, there is
interference or the signals are within the dynamic range of the receiver, it is not registered
at the receiver. However, the directionality of the transmitter affects the rate of detection
in the algorithms proposed.
An area of promising research is to determine the performance of our algorithms in a
multi-hop system. We assumed a single hop communication where the transmitters sent
data directly to the receivers. In a multi-hop communication system, the transmitters are
able to send data to the receivers using other transmitters.
Another improvement to our algorithms, is the ability to identify which transmitter(s)
are involved in the evil twin attack. When the transmitters are in close proximity, the rate
of detection decreases. It is highly unlikely in a coordinated attack, that transmitters will
be placed close to each other; however, our algorithms needs to be able to handle this case
effectively.

8.3

Summary

In this chapter, we discuss our contributions and highlight possible extensions to our
work. The algorithms for the regular grid and the randomly distributed network scenario
are presented and both algorithms exhibit good performance while detecting the evil twin
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transmitter attack. The randomly distributed algorithm performs better than the regular
grid algorithm because it has a lower false negative rate and identifies more true attacks.
In addition, the random algorithm has fewer network constraints as the receivers are randomly placed in the zones.
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Appendix A

A.l

Sample Size

We must determine how large the sample size should be to obtain results which reflect
the population for a given level of accuracy. The sample size n is calculated using the
following equation:

„ = £i^(M

(A1)

where Z is the critical value of a specific confidence level, p is the proportion of the population making a choice and c is the confidence interval or the margin of error. The confidence
level represents how true the percentage of a population lies with in the confidence interval [50].
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